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In a recent paper (Momirovic, Bogdanovic, Wolf and Tenjovic, 1993) a 
simple method for the analysis of asymmetric relations between two sets of 
variates was proposed. This method consists of the maximization of 
covariance between linear composites of predictor and criterion variables 
and the maximization of reliability of the linear composite of critetion 
variables under the condition that linear composite of predictor variables is 
standardized, and the transformation vector for linear composite of criterion 
variables is of unit norm. In the present paper another method for the 
analysis of asymmetric relations between two sets of variates is proposed. 
The proposed method is defined so that the reliability of a function of 
criterion variates is maximized, and at the same time is maximized the 
covariance between this function and a function of predictor variates, under 
the conditions that the transformation vectors for both function are of unit 
norm. The present method does not give the maximized correlation between 
functions of predictor and criterion variates as gives the previous method, 
but only the maximized covariance between them; however, in the present 
method the regularity of covariance matrix of predictor variates is not a 
necessary condition. A new standardized measure of the relations between 
predictor and criterion variates is then derived, and a test of significance of 
this measure is proposed. 

Key words: prediction, reliability, canonical covariance analysis, robust 
methods. 
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Introduction 
 
 

The problem of relation between two sets of quantitative variables can be 
solved in many different, but mutually conected ways. The standard symmetric 
approach is canonical correlation analysis (Hotelling, 1935; 1936), and the 
standard asymmetric approach is multiple regression analysis (for some 
possibilities and variations of this approach see, for example, Anderson, 1984). 
A generalization of the first approach, canonical covariance analysis, was 
proposed ten years ago (Momirovic, Dobric and Karaman, 1983; Dobric, 1986; 
Momirovic, Radakovic and Dobric, 1988). Several different methods for the 
asymmetric analysis of relations between two sets of quantitative variables were 
proposed in the last fifteen years: redundancy analysis (Van Den Wollenberg, 
1977), assymmetric canonical covariance analysis (Prot, Bosnar and Momirovic, 
1983; Momirovic, Dobric and Karaman, 1984), and so-called stupid regression 
analysis (Stalec and Momirovic, 1983; Dobric, Stalec and Momirovic, 1984; 
Dobric and Momirovic, 1991). 

 
In a recent paper an apparently new method for the analysis of asymmetric 

relations between two sets of quantitative variables was proposed (Momirovic, 
Bogdanovic, Wolf and Tenjovic, 1993). This method is defined so that the 
reliability of a function of criterion variables is maximized, and simultaneously 
is maximized the covariance between this function and a normalized functzion 
of predictor variables. It was shown that the function of criterion variables was 
just the first principal component of standardized criterion variables, and that 
the function of predictor variables can be obtained by the normalized 
projection of predictor variables to the eigenvector of correlation matrix of 
criterion variables related to maximal eigenvalue of this matrix. An asymmetric 
measure of the relations between predictor and criterion variables was derived, 
and it was demonstrated that this measure was nothing else but the multiple 
correlation between predictor variables and the most reliable linear 
combination of criterion variables. 

 
Although simple, elegant and efficient, the method proposed by 

Momirovic, Bogdanovic, Wolf and Tenjovic has an undesirable property, at 
least from the point of view of social science and biological science researchers. 
The condition for the application of this method is the strict regularity of 
correlation matrix of predictor variables, and therefore the method is highly 
sensitive to nearly singular covariance matrices, and, indirectly, to the presence 
of outliers. The aim of the method proposed in the present paper is to 
overcome this drawback, retaining the main features of the method for the 
analysis of the relation between predictors and the most predictable and 
reliable criterion. 
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Method and Algorithm 

 
 
Let be V = (Vpj;  j = 1, ..., mp)  a set of quantitative variables, selected in 

accordance with some theoretical model from a universe Up of independent, 
explanatory or predictor variables. Let be Vc = (Vcj ;  j = 1, ..., mc) another set 
of quantitative variables, selected in some way from a universe Uc of dependent 
or criterion variables. Let be E = (ei;  i  =  1, ..., n) a set of objects, individuals 
or general entities, selected randomly from a homogenous population P. 

 
Let be 
 

                                                                                                                   t 
Z  =  E    V ⏐ E  (Z   )  =  O,  diag  (Z   Z  )  =  I 
    p                                p                     p                                                   p        p 

 
a matrix, in the standard normal form, obtained by the description of E on 

Vp, and let be  
 

                                                                                                                   t 
Z  =  E    V ⏐ E  (Z   )  =  O,  diag  (Z   Z  )  =  I 
    c                               c                       c                                                  c        c 

 
another matrix, in standard normal form also, obtained by the description 

of E on Vc . Because the column vectors from Zp and Zc are normalized, 
 

                               t 
R     =    Z   Z   
      p p                    p        p 

 
and 
 

                               t 
R     =    Z   Z   
      c c                    c         c 

 
 
will be the intercorrelation matrices of variables from Vp and Vc, 

respectively, and 
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                            t                              t 
R     =  R        =    Z   Z   
      p c                   cp                         c         c 

 
will be the cross-correlation matrix between variables from Vp and Vc. 
 
The proposed method for the analysis of asymmetric relations between Vp 

and Vc in  Rn  space defined by E consists in the solution of the following 
problem: 

 
 

Zc   x  =  k σ2  =  k   t k  =  x   t Rcc x  =  max 
Zp   y  =  g c    =  g   t k  =  y   t Rpc x  =  max 
 x   t x  =  1 
 y   t y   =  1 

 
with  x  an unknown  mc  -  dimensional vector of unit norm, and y an 

unknown mp - dimensional vector of unit norm also. 
Maximization of  σ2  , the variance of the linear combination k of variables 

from   Vc  is equivalent to the maximization of reliability of this linear 
combination, because the reliability of any linear combination of a set of 
standardized variables, obtained through a vector of unit length, is equal (see, 
for example, Cronbach, Glasser, Nanda nad Rajaratnam, 1972 or Kaiser and 
Caffrey, 1965) to  

 
α  =  (m  /  (m  -  1) ) ( 1 - σ-2) 

 
with m number of variables used to build the linear combination, in our 

case m  =  m c . 
 
Maximization of c, the covariance of linear combinations k and g, is 

actually the maximization of a natural measure of association between two 
composite variables (some notes on the importance of covariance between 
linear combinations of variables can be found in several papers concerning the 
canonical covariance analysis and related techniques, for example in 
Momirovic, Dobric and Karaman, 1983; Dobric, Stalec and Momirovic, 1984; 
Stalec and Momirovic, 1984; Prot, Bosnar and Momirovic, 1983; Momirovic, 
Dobric and Karaman, 1984; Dobric, 1986 etc.). 

 
The problem of maximization of  σ2   and  c  can be easily solved by 

successive maximization of σ2, and then of  c. 
 
The first function to be maximized is 
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    f(x, λ)  =  σ2   -  λ (x tx   -  1) 
    =  x tRcc x  -  λ(x tx  -  1), 

 
with  λ  some unknown Lagrangeian multiplier. 
 
Derivation of this function with respect to x gives 
 
   ∂  f (x, λ)  /  ∂  x  =  2Rcc x  -  2xλ 
 
From this 
 
    Rcc x  =  xλ 
 
so that the desired solution is simply the solution of eigenproblem 
 
    Rcc x  =  xλ 
 
or, stated in another way, 
 
    (Rcc  - λI)  =  O 
 
and 
 
            σ2   =  λ. 
 
Therefore, as in the previous method (Momirovic, Bogdanovic, Wolf and 

Tenjovic, 1993) k is simply the first principal component of standardized 
criterion variables contained in Vc. 

 
The derivation of second function gives, however, substantially different 

result. The second function to be maximized is 
 
   f (y, η)  =  c  -  ½   η(y ty  -  1) 
    =  y  t Rpc x  -  ½   η(y ty  -  1) 
 
with ½   η  an unknown Lagrangeian multiplier. 
 
Derivation of this function with respect to y, because x is already known, 

gives 
 
   ∂   f(y, η)  /  ∂ y  =  Rpc x  - yη. 
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From this 
 
    Rpc x  - yη 
 
so that unknown vector  y  is simply 
 
    y  =  η-1 Rpc x; 
 
value of η  can be derived from 
 
   1  =  y  ty  =  η-1 x  tRcp Rpc x  η-1 
 
   ⇒ η2  =  x  tRcp Rpc x. 
 
Therefore, the solution for  g  is similar to the solution of problem of so-

called stupid regression analysis (Stalec and Momirovic, 1983; Dobric, Stalec 
and Momirovic, 1984; Dobric and Momirovic, 1991), with the difference that 
criterion variable is, actually, the linear combination of a set of criterion 
variables with maximum reliability. 

 
Now, the covariance between  k  and  g  is 
 
    c  =  y tRpc x 
 
        =  η-1 x tRcp Rpc x 
 
        =  η, 
 
equal to the double value of Lagrangeian multiplier for the maximization 

of the second function. 
 
The variance of  k  is, of course, 
 
   σ2  =  k  t k  =  x   t Rcc x  =  λ 
 
The variance of  g  is 
 
   v2  =  g  t g  =  y  t Rpp y 
 
        =  η-1 x tRcp Rpp Rpc x  η-1 
 
Note that inverse of  Rpp  das not exist in either solution. 
 
A standardized measure of association between  k  and  g  is now 
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φ  = ηλ -1/2 v -1 
 
and is analogous to the so-called stupid multiple coefficient of correlation 

(Stalec and Momirovic, 1983). 
 
Finally, note that  φ  was not directly maximized; only  λ  and  η  were 

subject to maximization. Therefore, φ  behaves as a simple product - moment 
coefficient of correlation, so that the test of hypothesis   H0  :  φ*  =  0   is 

 
 
   f  =  φ2  ( ( n - 2) / ( 1 - φ2  ) ) ; 
 
 
As it is well known,  f  is, approximately, distributed as Fisher - Snedecor  f  

function with   df 1  =  1   and   df 2  =  n  -  2   degrees of freedom. 
 
Recognition of the content of variables   k  and  g  can be based on the 

elements of transformation vectors  x  and  y, and on the basis of structure 
vectors 

 
 

                   t 
h  = Z   k λ

-1/2
  =  R    xλ

-1/2

 
     K             c                                        cc 

 
       = xλ

1/2
 

 
and 
 

                      t 
h  =  Z   gv

 -1

 
     G               p                 

 
    = Rpp   yv

 -1
. 

 
 
The proposed method can be applied, concurrently, with the method 

proposed in the paper of Momirovic, Bogdanovic, Wolf and Tenjovic (1993), or 
as a robust method for the analysis of relations between a set of predictor and a 
set of criterion variables in the case when all the requirements for the analysis 
of relations based on regular data sets are not fulfilled. 
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Program 
 
In order to facilitate the application of the proposed method for a wide set 

of users, a program is written in GENSTAT, Version 4.4 B. On the basis of this 
program and, of course, of the algorithm described in the previous section, 
another program can be easily written in any other programming language. 

 
 

´MACRO´  MWTB $ 
" WRITTEN BY 
  K. MOMIROVIC AND B. WOLF 
 AT  
  NOVEMBAR 7, 1992 
 
IMPLEMENTED BY 
  L. TENJOVIC 
 
FUNCTION 

ROBUST ANALYSIS OF ASYMMETRIC RELATIONS 
BETWEEN TWO SETS OF QUANTITATIVE VARIABLES 
UNDER THE MODEL OF THE MOST PREDICTABLE AND 
RELIABLE CRITERION. 

 
DOCUMENTATION 

K. MOMIROVIC, B. WOLF, L. TENJOVIC, M. BOGDANOVIC, 
(1993): 
A VARIATION ON THE THEME OF THE MOST 
PREDICTABLE AND RELIABLE CRITERION. 
TECHNICAL REPORT, FACULTY OF ARTS, UNIVERSITY 
OF BELGRADE. 

 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCE OR SOME OTHER MACRO PROGRAM 
MUST TRANSFER TO THIS MACRO: 
(1) TWO VARIATE STRUCTURES, UNDER THE NAMES V1 

AND V2, WITH DATA. PREDICTOR SET OF VARIATES 
MUST BE IN THE STRUCTURE V1, AND CRITERION 
SET OF VARIATES IN THE STRUCTURE V2. 

(2) TWO POINTER STRUCTURES, UNDER THE NAMES P1 
AND P2, WITH VARIATE NAMES. THE NAMES OF 
PREDICTOR VARIATES MUST BE IN THE 
STRUCTURE P1, AND THE NAMES OF CRITERION 
VARIATES IN THE STRUCTURE P2. 

(3) A SCALAR, N, WITH THE NUMBER OF ENTITIES. 
 
WARNING 

THE DATA STRUCTURES MUST BE CONFORMED. 
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´START´ 
" 
 SECTION O. 
           DECLARATION OF DATA STRUSTURES. 
" 

´LOCAL
´ 

C, R, R11, R22, R12, M, X, Y, G, H, ETA, RHO, LAMBDA, 
SIGMA, F, DF, Q, V, P, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6, M1, M2, 
ALPHA, W 

´VARI´ V = V1, V2, 
´POIN´ P = P1, P2 
´DSSP´ C  $  V 
´SCAL´ ETA, RHO, SIGMA, F, DF, Q, M1, M2, ALPHA, W 
´MATR´ R12  $  P1, P2 
´MATR´ X, G  $  P1, 1 
´MATR´ Y, H  $  P2,1 
´SYMM´ R11  $  P1 
´SYMM´ R22, M  $  P2 
´DIAG´ LAMBDA  $  1 
´HEAD´ H1  =  "CORRELATIONS OF PREDICTOR VARIABLES" 
´HEAD´ H2  =  "CORRELATIONS OF CRITERION VARIABLES" 
´HEAD´ H3  =  "CROSS CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 

PREDICTOR AND CRITERION VARIABLES" 
´HEAD´ H4  =  "PSEUDOCANONICAL CORRELATION 

BETWEEN PREDICTOR AND CRITERION VARIABLES 
(RHO), STANDARD ERROR OF PREDICTION (SIGMA), 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF RHO (Q) AND THE 
RELIABILITY OF CRITERION (ALPHA)" 

´HEAD´ H5  = "VECTOR OF WEIGHTS (X) AND THE 
STRUCTURE VECTOR (G) OF THE PREDICTOR 
VARIABLES" 

´HEAD´ H6  =  "VECTOR OF WEIGHTS (Y) AND THE 
STRUCTURE VECTOR (H) OF THE CRITERION 
VARIABLES" 

" 
 SECTION 1. 
  ALGORITHM. 
" 

´CALC´ M1, M2  =  NVAL (P1, P2) 
´CALC´ DF  =  N - 2.0 
´SSP´ C 
´CALC´ R  =  CORMAT (C) 
´CALC´ R11, R12, R22  =  SUBMAT (R) 
´CALC´ M  =  TPDT (R12; R12) 
´LRV´ R22; Y, LAMBDA, SIGMA 
´DEVA´ SIGMA 
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´CALC´ ALPHA  =  (M2/ (M2 - 1.0) ) * (1.0 - 1.0/LAMBDA) 
´CALC´ LAMBDA  ' SQRT (LAMBDA) 
´CALC´ ETA  = TPDT (Y; PDT (M;Y)) 
´CALC´ ETA =  SQRT (ETA) 
´CALC´ X  =  PDT (R12;Y) 
´CALC´ X  =  X/ETA 
´CALC´ W  =  TPDT (X; PDT (R11;X)) 
´CALC´ W  =  1.0/SQRT (W) 
´CALC´ G  =  PDT (R11; X) 
´CALC´ G  =  G*W 
´CALC´ H  =  Y*LAMBDA 
´CALC´ RHO  =  ETA*W/LAMBDA 
´CALC´ F  =  (RHO*RHO) * (DF/M1) 
´CALC´ Q  =  PRBF (F; 1.0;DF) 
´CALC´ SIGMA  =  SQRT (1.0 - RHO*RHO) 

" 
 SECTION 2. 
  PRINTED OUTPUT. 
" 
 

´PAGE´  
´LINE´ 20 
´CAPT´ " 
 ROBUST ANALYSIS OF ASYMMETRIC RELATIONS 

BETWEEN TWO SETS OF VARIATES UNDER THE 
MODEL OF THE MOST PREDICTABLE AND RELIABLE 
CRITERION 

´LINE´ 6 
´CAPT´ " NUMBER OF ENTITIES " 
´PRIN´ N $ 16.0 
´LINE´ 4 
´CAPT´ " NUMBER OF VARIABLES IN THE PREDICTOR SET " 
´PRIN´ M1  $  16.0 
´LINE´ 4 
´CAPT´ " NUMBER OF VARIABLES IN THE CRITERION SET " 
´PRIN´ M2  $  16.0 
´PAGE´  
´LINE´ 2 
´PRIN´ H1 
´LINE´ 2 
´PRIN/P
´ 

R11  $  9.3 

´PAGE´  
´LINE´ 2 
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´PRIN´ H2 
´LINE´ 2 
´PRIN/P
´ 

R22 $ 9.3 

´PAGE´  
´LINE´ 2 
´PRIN´ H3 
´LINE´ 2 
´PRIN/P
´ 

R12 $ 9.3 

´PAGE´  
´LINE´ 20 
´PRIN´ H4 
´LINE´ 2 
´PRIN/S´ RHO, SIGMA, Q, ALPHA $ 12.3 
´PAGE´  
´LINE´ 2 
´PRIN´ H5 
´LINE´ 2 
´PRIN/P
´ 

X, G  $  12.3 

´PAGE´  
´LINE´ 2 
´PRIN´ H6 
´LINE´ 2 
´PRIN´ Y, H  $  12.3 
´PAGE´  

 
END OF MACRO MWTB 

" 
´ENDMACRO/LOCAL  =  DESTROY´ 
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VARIJACIJA NA TEMU NAJPREDIKTIVNIJEG 
 I NAJPOUZDANIJEG KRITERIJUMA 

 
Konstantin Momirović, Boris Wolf, 

Lazar Tenjović, Milivoje Bogdanović 
 
 
U jednom novijem radu (Momirović, Bogdanović, Wolf i Tenjović, 1993.) 

predložen je noviji metod za analizu asimetričkog odnosa između dva seta 
varijata. Ovaj metod se sastoji od maksimizovanja kovarijance između lineranih 
kompozita prediktivne i kriterijum varijable i maksimizovanja pouzdanosti 
linearnih kompozita kriterijum varijable, pod uslovom da je linearni kompozit 
prediktivne varijable standardizovan i da je transformacioni vektor za linearni 
kompozit kriterijum varijable jedinično normiran. U ovom radu je predložen 
još jedan metod za analizu asimetrične relacije izmedju dva seta varijata. 
Predložen metod je definisan tako da se istovremeno maksimizuje pouzdanost 
funkcije kriterijumskih varijata i kovarijanca između te funkcije i funkcije 
prediktivnih varijata, pod uslovom da su transformacijski vektori za obe 
funkcije jedinično normirani. Ovaj metod, za razliku od prethodnog, ne daje 
maksimizovanu korelaciju između funkcija prediktivnih i  kriterijum varijata. 
On daje samo maksimizovanu kovarijancu između njih; međutim, u ovom 
metodu pravilnost kovarijantne matrice prediktivnih varijata nije neophodni 
uslov. Zatim se izvodi nova standarizovana mera odnosa između prediktivnih i 
kriterijum varijata  i predložen je test za proveru značajnosti ove mere. 

 
Ključne reči: predikcija, pouzdanost, kanonična analiza kovarijance, grubi 

metodi. 
 
 
 
 

VARIACIÂ NAD TEMOY SAMOGO PREDIKTABILÃNOGO I 
SAMOGO NADE@NOGO KRITERIÂ 

 
Konstantin Momirovi~, Boris Vol√f, 
 Lazar Ten√ovi~, Milivoe Bogdanovi~ 

 
 

V odnoŸ iz bolee nov∫h rabot (Momirovi~, Bogdanovi~, Vol√f i 
Ten√ovi~, 1993-√go goda) predlo`en bolee nov∫Ÿ metod dl® analiza 
asimmetri~eskogo otno{eni® me`du dvum® komplektami variatov. Õtot 
metod sastoit iz maksimirovani® kovarians∫ me`du lineŸn∫mi 
kompozitami predikativnoŸ variabl∫ i variabl∫ kriteri®, a tak`e 
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maksimirovani® nade`nosti lineŸn∫h kompozitov variabl∫ kriteri®, 
pri uslovii ~to lineŸn∫Ÿ kompozit prediktivnoŸ variabl∫ 
standartizirovan i ~to transformacionn∫Ÿ vektor dl® lineŸnogo 
kompozita variabl∫ kriteri® ®vl®ets® edini~no normirovan∫m. V ÌtoŸ 
rabote predlo`en eçe odin metod analiza asimmetri~eskogo 
otno{eni® me`du dvum® komplektami variatov. Predlo`en∫Ÿ metod 
opredelen takim sposobom, ~to odnovremenno maksimiruets® nade`nost√ 
funkcii variatov kriteri® i kovarians me`du toŸ funkcieŸ i 
funkcieŸ prediktivn∫h variatov, pri uslovii ~to transformacionn∫e 
vektor∫ dl® obeih funkciŸ ®v®lÓts® edini~no normirovan∫m. Õtot 
metod, v razli~ie ot pred∫duçego, ne daet maksimirovanuÓ korrel®ciÓ 
me`du funkci®mi prediktivn∫h variatov i variatov kriteri®. On daet 
tol√ko maksimirovanuÓ kovariansu me`du nimi; me`du tem, v Ìtom 
metode privil√nost√ kovariantnoŸ matric∫ prediktivn∫h variatov ne 
®vhl®ets® neobhodim∫m usloviem. Potom v∫vodits® nova® standartizi-
rovana® mera otno{eniŸ me`du prediktivn∫mi variatami i variatami 
kriteri®, a tak`e predlo`en test dl® proverki zna~itel√nosti Ìtih 
mer. 
 

KlÓ~ev∫e slova: predikci®, nade`nost√, kanoni~eskiŸ analiz 
kovarians∫, grub∫e metod∫. 
 


